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Abstract—As the Internet of Things (IoT) continues to expand,
the need to combine communication technologies to cope with the
limitations of one another and to support more diverse require-
ments will proceed to increase. Consequently, we started to see
IoT devices being equipped with multiple radio technologies to
connect to different networks over time. However, the detection
of the available radio technologies in an energy-efficient way for
devices with limited battery capacity and processing power has
not yet been investigated. As this is not a straightforward task, a
novel approach in such heterogeneous networks is required. This
article analyzes different low-power wide-area network technolo-
gies and how they can be integrated in such a heterogeneous
system. Our contributions are threefold. First, an optimal pro-
tocol stack for a constrained device with access to multiple
communication technologies is put forward to hide the underlying
complexity for the application layer. Next, the architecture to hide
the complexity of a heterogeneous network is presented. Finally,
it is demonstrated how devices with limited processing power and
battery capacity can have access to higher bandwidth networks
combined with longer range networks and on top are able to
save energy compared to their homogeneous counterparts, by
measuring the impact of the novel vertical handover algorithm.
Index Terms—Constrained application protocol (CoAP), het-
erogeneous networks, Internet of Things (IoT), low-power wide-
area networks (LPWANs), network detection, static context
header compression (SCHC).
I. INTRODUCTION
AS THE Internet of Things (IoT) continues to grow and,apart from the research community, starts to gain interest
for new business use cases, the need for more diverse set-
tings arises. To meet these demands, new low-power wide-area
network (LPWAN) technologies, such as DASH7, Sigfox, and
LoRa, have entered the market. Many of these communication
technologies make use of the unlicensed industrial, scientific,
and medical (ISM) 915-MHz band (Region 2) or the license-
free European short-range device (SRD) 863–870-MHz band.
Due to their unlicensed character, long range and low (energy)
cost, they are the perfect candidate for massive low-cost sensor
deployment.
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However, as these technologies are targeting different use
cases, their characteristics differ drastically. LoRa and Sigfox,
for example, have a throughput of a few hundreds of bits per
second but offer in return a range up to 50 km [1]. DASH7, on
the other hand, offers a shorter range, but provides throughputs
of hundreds of kilobits per second [2]. Also, a lot of research
has been conducted around DASH7 localization, which can be
used to locate an object with a median location error down
to 3.9 m using a single message [3]. Consequently, some
technologies are a better choice for low latency and higher
bandwidth requirements, while others may be better suited for
long range, periodic sensor updates.
Nevertheless, by combining these technologies, several
issues obstructing large-scale IoT adoption may be solved,
such as over-the-air (OTA) updates and more accurate GPS-
less localization for constrained devices. Although not much
research has been conducted around this topic, the electron-
ics company Murata recently brought dual-mode LoRa/Sigfox
modules to the market, supporting other modulation types too
[e.g., (G)FSK and OOK] [4]. A single chip is, therefore, able
to switch between different networks with the use of a single
antenna.
Such devices, however, require to move away from homo-
geneous to heterogeneous networks where a device can,
depending on its current requirements, search for “Always the
Best Connectivity” (ABC) [5]. As these technologies currently
coexist as vertical silos next to each other, a higher complexity
is involved in managing and communicating with such devices
and networks. Therefore, multiple problems must be tackled
in such configurations, the first and foremost problem being
an efficient approach in detecting the presence of and switch-
ing to a more capable network. This has been put forward as
a vertical handover, i.e., the handover between base stations
of different wireless technologies, and the handover decision;
the selection of the most appropriate wireless network [6].
In this article, the focus relies merely on network detec-
tion as this has the largest impact on the energy consumption,
which has been determined as the main targeted efficiency.
The first contribution of this article is consequently a
handover algorithm with configurable parameters to provide
resilience and to serve a multitude of use cases. The impact of
several configurations and the tradeoffs amongst these param-
eters are studied on the basis of simulations. The obtained
results indicate that the correctly configured devices will con-
sume substantially less energy compared to their homogeneous
counterparts as they can take advantage of the complemen-
tary characteristics of the different wireless communication
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technologies they are equipped with. The tradeoff between
latency, discovery time, and reliability becomes clear when
the effect of the different parameters is studied. Furthermore,
a single protocol stack is presented where the application
layer is unaware of the underlying communication technol-
ogy and a single packet payload structure can be used. The
last contribution of this article is the further elaboration on
the architecture of such heterogeneous networks, as presented
in the previous work [7], to take away the complexity toward
application developers.
The remainder of this article is structured as follows. First,
a case study is presented to emphasize the need for hetero-
geneous LPWA networks. This is followed by the problem
statement and research goals, which highlight the issues faced
when developing a low-power network detection algorithm.
Section V introduces reference technologies and pieces of
background information used throughout our study in the
remainder of this article, followed by a section on related work.
Thereafter, the network detection algorithm, the architecture,
and the proposed protocol stack are presented in Section VI.
Finally, the energy efficiency of the presented algorithm is
evaluated to show its flexibility, resilience, and how possible
extension toward other technologies was taken into account.
II. CASE STUDY: CONSTRUCTION AND LOGISTICS
In order to highlight some of the issues faced when develop-
ing applications in the heterogeneous LPWANs, a case study
is presented in this section. The use case covers a construction
and logistics company, where cranes and other materials are
transported between the construction site and their warehouse.
All equipments are used extensively and require regular main-
tenance to avoid high damage costs. Currently, such a company
might depend on the discipline of their employees to measure
the actual usage. This, however, is an error-prone task which
is better solved by measuring the actual usage by equipping
the material with accelerometer-enabled devices. Due to the
assets’ mobility, the trackers are battery powered and must
drain as little energy as possible. In order to track the location
of the construction tools, the trackers could be equipped with
a global navigation satellite system (GNSS). However, such
receivers generally consume a lot of power and are, therefore,
not suited for this use case. In order to track the assets, the
state-of-the-art LPWAN localization techniques can be used
by sending regular updates, including accelerometer data, to
the back-end over the best available network. Once the asset’s
usage has reached a certain threshold, maintenance should be
notified over one of the available LPWAN technologies. At the
construction site and at the warehouse, a DASH7 or private
LoRa network is deployed, which allows for OTA updates and
accurate low-power localization. Since Sigfox ought to provide
global coverage, the parts in-between both sites are covered by
this communication technology. An overview of the presented
use case is given in Fig. 1.
III. PROBLEM STATEMENT AND RESEARCH GOALS
While some case studies will have devices with a
highly predictable trajectory, other cases might encounter
Fig. 1. Asset tracking use case for a logistics and construction company.
objects moving around more randomly without any prior
knowledge about the available networks. This requires
a resilient algorithm, which incorporates easy, automated con-
figuration for each device and use case. The algorithm should
also be able to adapt itself depending on any form of input,
i.e., the parameters of the algorithm should be modifiable by
input from the device itself as well as the back-end.
A second consideration made was that once a device is
connected to a network, it should check at regular intervals
whether it is still connected to the network. However, some
technologies will impose a lot of restrictions to the device
in terms of downlink communication (e.g., Sigfox allows 4
downlink slots of 8 bytes every day). Another reason not to
have many downlink slots might be the duty cycle of the
gateway (i.e., 0.1%, 1%, or 10% [8]). In the dense networks,
requesting an acknowledgment for each uplink is impractical.
Signaling from the back-end to inform the device about future
availability of other networks is therefore limited.
A third observation is the capability of the available tech-
nologies. Some are more powerful in terms of bandwidth
and maximum transfer unit (MTU), whereas others are more
focused on long range and limit the other characteristics.
It is desirable for the device to switch to a better network
once available, since the total time-on-air and energy con-
sumption should be reduced to a minimum and the reception
of large OTA updates made possible. Polling for a better
network, however, introduces duty-cycle and energy costs,
which imposes restrictions on the polling frequency. The
implementation should also not limit the algorithm to the here-
after presented technologies, hence, the possibility to integrate
new communication technologies should be made easy.
Finally, a single protocol stack is desirable as the appli-
cation layer should be unaware of the current underlying
technology. A CoAP/UDP/IPv6 approach has been put for-
ward to comply with the Internet protocol standards, e.g.,
IP, UDP, and TCP, which form the global language spoken
on the Internet for over 40 years. The major strength of
these languages being their maturity and the interoperabil-
ity between all Internet inhabitants. Another benefit is the
portability, where different applications can be used inde-
pendent of the underlying technology. However, some of the
available technologies in LPWANs might not be able to trans-
port certain Internet protocols and might have to follow a
different approach. Sigfox, for example, allows each uplink
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transmission to use a maximum of 12 bytes, which does not
cope with the 40 bytes header overhead of the IPv6 standard.
The goal of this article is to tackle the heterogeneity of use
cases in a multimodal environment by focusing on a system
that can integrate with a multitude of communication technolo-
gies for constrained IoT devices. Our research aims to answer
the following questions.
1) How can a multimodal-constrained IoT device connect
to the best available network for a variety of use cases
and still offer enough flexibility?
2) How can the low-resource IoT devices use a single
stack across a multitude of communication technologies,
unaware of the current technology?
3) What is the impact of the presented approach on the
energy budget of the device?
IV. RELATED WORK
Not much research has been conducted around the topic of
LPWAN detection and switching. Though, Wetterwalk et al. [9]
proposed a very high-level system architecture of a heteroge-
neous network consisting of static context header compression
(SCHC) (see Section V-C) enabled NB-IoT/LoRa devices. A
machine learning algorithm is proposed at the back-end, which
will determine the best communication technology for down-
link traffic after sending simultaneously over both networks,
resulting in a lot of energy overhead. The architecture is, how-
ever, restricted to LoRa/NB-IoT and neither did the authors
perform any form of evaluation.
Chen et al. [10] proposed a central management system for
the heterogeneous LPWAN, where different communication
technologies can be incorporated in a single back-end appli-
cation. However, heterogeneous devices are not being taken
into account, hence, no vertical handover algorithm is present.
Finally, Lemic et al. [11] proposed a mathematical model
for location-based network discovery. The proposed method
requires the device to know the location of base stations and
an accurate estimate of its own location, which is not always
feasible.
V. REFERENCE TECHNOLOGIES
This section gives an overview of the different technolo-
gies and protocols that were used in the proposed setup
and have been referred to in the following sections. First,
the different LPWAN technologies are discussed, followed
by a short discussion about constrained application protocol
(CoAP) and SCHC, which are two protocols enabling single
stack, Internet-compliant-constrained IoT devices.
A. LPWAN Technology Overview
LPWANs are formed out of cheap sensors running appli-
cations that require low bandwidth communications over long
range, at a low cost and at low power. Currently, several tech-
nologies are emerging in this domain providing low cost and
low power by using bands in the sub-GHz spectrum.
1) LoRa: LoRa is a radio access technology in the unli-
censed sub-GHz band using chirp spread spectrum (CSS)
modulation, patented by Semtech in 2014. CSS spreads out a
narrow band signal over a wider channel bandwidth, making it
more robust to noise and interference. Multiple spreading fac-
tors (SFs) are supported by LoRa, i.e., SF7–SF12, offering a
tradeoff between a higher data rate and a longer range, respec-
tively [12]. By using forward error correction (FEC) with code
rates (CRs) ranging from 4/5 to 4/8, even more robustness can
be provided [13]. The data rate and range are affected by a
combination of SF, CR, and chosen bandwidth.
On top of the LoRa physical layer, the open LoRaWAN
MAC layer standard has been defined by the LoRa Alliance.
This layer provides a medium access control mechanism and
defines three types of end-devices: Classes A–C, mainly pro-
viding different ways of bidirectional communication. For a
LoRa Class A device, each uplink transmission is followed
by two downlink receive windows of 1 and 2 s, respec-
tively, during which the end-device will listen for a preamble,
indicating downlink communication. Class B devices will
listen for downlink traffic at predefined times after syn-
chronization to the network server using network beacons.
Devices continuously listening for downlink packets are of
type Class C.
Each LoRa packet starts with a programmable preamble
part, ranging from 6 to 65 532 symbols, followed by two sync
words and two downchirp symbols, used to synchronize traffic
between the sender and receiver. Therefore, header overhead
of the physical layer can be very limited. When the length
of the payload is known in advance and configured on both
sides, the explicit header (EH) can also be removed, which
otherwise contains the payload length and a cyclic redundancy
check (CRC) encoded with a CR of 4/8 [14].
2) DASH7: The DASH7 alliance protocol (D7A) speci-
fies a full vertical network stack, covering the complete OSI
model, focusing on mid-range communication. It was ini-
tially developed for 433-MHz wireless communication, based
on the ISO/IEC 18000-7 standard, which now also includes
the 868-MHz SRD and 915-MHz ISM bands [2], [15]. The
presentation layer contains D7AP files, consisting of config-
urations and user data, which can be executed as scripts.
DASH7 applications are intended to be built using those files.
The downside of this full vertical stack is that it introduces
a lot of overhead when using an IPv6-based standardized
approach. In fact, when using the DASH7 specification, a
CoAP/UDP/IPv6 packet is encapsulated on top of the DASH7
application layer protocol.
In a DASH7 network, two types of communication mod-
els can be used. The first one is based on low power wake
up, where a sleeping end device will discover a requesting
signal by regularly waking up and detecting an advertising
frame containing the time of the upcoming request, as shown
in Fig. 2.
Using the second approach, bidirectional communication
can be achieved by means of dormant sessions. A sleeping
end point will wake up at predefined times, known by the
gateway, that will send data during these active sessions.
Data rates, modulation types, passband, and stopband
requirements are specified by channel classes. Data are
encoded using PN9 encoding, which might be used in combi-
nation with an FEC scheme. As the FEC encoder is a 1/2 rate
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Fig. 2. DASH7 low power wake up and ad hoc synchronization.
convolutional code, the data rate will decrease accordingly.
Each packet is preceded by a ramp-up period and a preamble
to synchronize the clock of the receiver followed by a sync
word to align the packet payload. As all of these parameters
are configurable, more or less robustness, and consequently
overhead, can be provided [15].
3) Sigfox: Sigfox is a proprietary technology, patented by
the French company of the same name. Sigfox itself or in part-
nership with others offer an already deployed end-to-end 0G
network, which already covers more than 60 countries. Their
technology is based on binary phase-shift keying (BPSK) in
the 868-MHz ultranarrow SRD band (UNB) [12]. Narrow-
band modulation techniques are able to obtain a higher link
budget because the noise level in a single narrow band is min-
imal [16]. The benefit of such a robust radio signal decreases
the data rate, whereas the time-on-air increases. Another draw-
back of the UNB modulation is the significant link asymmetry.
Downlink communication is limited to four 8-byte messages
every day.
4) Others: The previous paragraphs aim to provide
information about technologies that were used throughout the
remainder of this article. However, as the algorithm discussed
in Section VI provides flexibility in adding new technologies,
other relevant technologies are discussed as follows.
1) Cellular Technologies: Narrowband IoT or NB-IoT
and long-term evolution machine type communications
(LTE-M) are both cellular technologies proposed by the
Third Generation Partnership Project (3GPP). Both aim-
ing to provide low power, low cost, and long range with
improved indoor and outdoor coverage. LTE-M provides
low latency and higher bandwidth, whereas NB-IoT
targets devices with ultralow device cost and power con-
sumption, at the expense of up to 10-s latency. The most
important distinction between cellular and other LPWA
technologies is their operation in the licensed spectrum
and hence, their ability to communicate without a duty
cycle limitation [17]. Although NB-IoT reuses many of
the mechanisms defined in LTE, two extensions have
been defined in order to save power. The first one being
the extended discontinuous reception or eDRX, which
is used to check the paging channel periodically for
incoming data and has been extended from 2.56 s in
LTE to 175 min in NB-IoT. Even more power can be
saved by entering the power-saving mode (PSM), which
allows the constrained device to remain registered to the
network, without monitoring the paging channel. The
duration of the PSM cycle can last up to approximately
413 days. Downlink traffic is, therefore, limited by the
periodicity of the PSM or DRX cycle [18].
TABLE I
DIFFERENCES BETWEEN WEIGHTLESS-W/-N/-P
2) Weightless: Three different standards have been
proposed by the Weightless Special Interest Group:
Weightless-T, deployable in target value (TV) whites-
pace, Weightless-P, providing high performance and the
uplink-only Weightless-N protocol, focusing on ultralow
cost. The main differences are listed in Table I. In
Weightless-P, every channel comprises 12.5 kHz of
the spectrum and can be assigned an adaptive data
rate, ranging from 200 b/s to 100 kb/s, organized
by the time-synchronized gateways. Weightless-P is a
downlink-oriented protocol, whereas Weightless-N only
allows uplink traffic.
B. CoAP
The CoAP can be seen as the Hypertext Transfer Protocol
for constrained devices, as it enables a representational state
transfer (REST) communication approach on small embedded
devices. The lightweight nature of CoAP makes it the perfect
candidate for our protocol stack. Every object contains a list of
resources, representing data available from sensors or actions
available to actuators. Every resource is accessible through a
URI and can be interacted with using the well-known REST
methods GET, PUT, POST, and DELETE [19].
Considering the asset tracking use case, many sensor nodes
will send frequent updates about their usage. Acknowledging
every message will add a significant cumulative load on the
network and is not necessary. Therefore, the following CoAP
mechanisms were considered.
1) Observe: The CoAP Observe extension is a simple
mechanism to retrieve a representation of a resource and keep
this updated by the subject as long as the observer is interested.
The extension uses a best-effort approach for sending updates
to the observer.
In a CoAP Observe scenario, the data collection is always
initiated by the observer, who also has to maintain all rela-
tionships for each subject. This requires a lot of bookkeeping
and the back-end to know all its data sources beforehand [20].
2) No-Response Option: While CoAP implements a non-
confirmable (NON) mechanism to omit the acknowledgment
of a particular message, the server will still reply with a
response code, due to the request/response nature of the proto-
col. Therefore, the working group published an amendment to
the protocol specification introducing the No-Response option
in order to get rid of any kind of reverse traffic [21].
In many LPWAN use cases, where downlink traffic
is scarce, the No-Response option makes classic updates
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Fig. 3. Typical CoAP request from the application.
consume even less resources than Observe and was, there-
fore, considered a better fit. A typical CoAP request from the
application can be seen in Fig. 3
C. SCHC
As discussed in Section III, some technologies do not
support the use of traditional Internet protocols and may,
therefore, not benefit from the advantages introduced by a
standardized communication approach. As a consequence, a
new IETF working group was formed and drafted the SCHC
mechanism as a new standard [22]. This protocol makes use of
a static context shared between two communication endpoints,
keeping track of regularly used network headers, in order to
achieve compression. The selected context is represented by
an ID in order to inform the other side about the original
headers of the packet [23]. Using this technique, it is possible
to shrink the headers down to 95% of the original size [7].
On top, the specification also prescribes how large or uncom-
pressed packets, which do not fit in a single Layer 2 protocol
data unit (PDU), should be fragmented. Both the compression
and fragmentation mechanisms are discussed in the following
sections.
1) Compression: In order to compress a protocol header,
each header field is matched against the corresponding entries
in a rule (such as the one in Table II). Each original header
field value is matched against the TV using the matching oper-
ator (MO) from that rule entry. After an exact match, the
compression–decompression action (CDA) is applied to the
header field and the result elided or added to the compressed
header. The NOTSENT CDA, for example, will completely
leave out the header field from the original header. Others,
such as the most significant bit (MSB(x)) MO will limit the
transferable value to the x MSBs so the other side is able to
combine the received bits and the TV from the rule entry to
retrieve the original value.
The application will make use of the SCHC rule as shown
in Table II.
Since SCHC is responsible for reliability, there are no mes-
sages that require acknowledgments from the CoAP layer.
Therefore, the same message ID may be used over differ-
ent requests. Nevertheless, CoAP requires the use of separate
tokens to intertwine a number of packet exchanges, explaining
the use of the MSB MO on this header field. The MO will
only match the MSBs to the original value as indicated in
the field length (28 in this case). The least significant bits are
TABLE II
SCHC RULE USED TO COMPRESS THE REQUEST FROM FIG. 3
Listing 1. Extract of the CoAP layer compression
added to the compressed header. Our example shows a varia-
tion on the last four bits of the token, allowing 16 simultaneous
request/responses.
After adding the rule id, a matching header with this rule
will compress the 18-byte long CoAP header down to 1 byte
(4 bits Token + 4 bits padding), followed by the application
data, which is shown in Listing 1.
2) Fragmentation: As IPv6 demands a minimum underly-
ing MTU of 1280 bytes and payload sizes exceeding the MTU
require more advanced techniques, a fragmentation mechanism
is offered by SCHC.
A predefined amount of fragments are grouped together in
a so-called window. Once a complete window is received, one
of the three reliability modes can be used to ensure a correct
reassembly and to offer optional reliability.
1) ACK-Always: Each window is acknowledged, regardless
of any missing fragments.
2) ACK-On-Error: Only windows are acknowledged when
a fragment went missing belonging to that window.
3) No-ACK: No reliability is offered beyond that of the
underlying communication technology.
To ensure correct desegmentation, a fragment compressed
number (FCN) is added, which is also used to indicate the
end of a window.
VI. LOW-POWER WAN DISCOVERY
This section will leverage on the previous work [7] to enable
seamless handovers in LPWANs. After the network architec-
ture is presented, the algorithm is explained, both on back-end
side and constrained node side.
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Fig. 4. Modular architecture of the VNO allows easy addition of technologies.
A. Overall System Architecture
In order to take away the complexity of a heterogeneous
network, a novel system architecture is required. As proposed
in [7], a modular virtual network operator (VNO) is used,
where any type of network can be plugged in by using
adapters. In Fig. 4, a high-level overview of the adapter-based
architecture is shown.
Once a new network is deployed or being used, a suitable
adapter will be installed by the VNO in order to interface
with the network infrastructure, e.g., the SigFox cloud, a
LoRAWAN network server, etc. Toward the right, all adapters
have a unified data format, removing the complexity of the
underlying network architecture.
The low resource multimodal IoT devices, shown on the
left, use a uniform CoAP/IPv6/SCHC stack across multiple
technologies. For each of these devices, the VNO employs
an entry in the dictionary where its SCHC rules are exposed.
In uplink, end-devices will send compressed SCHC packets,
which eventually end up at the LPWAN operator compo-
nent that will perform decompression. A localization engine is
informed about incoming data in order to perform low power
localization, based on the received wireless signal. In down-
link, clients can generate CoAP/IPv6 packets, which will end
up at the VNO that will compress the CoAP/IPv6 packets and
forward them to the correct physical device. The compressed
packet is forwarded to the corresponding adapter and sent over
the active technology.
To realize a working network selection algorithm, which is
able to adapt to the current technology and conditions of the
network (e.g., dense networks where the back-end can pro-
vide information about less occupied channels) and provide
enough flexibility, both the end-devices and VNO are extended
with extra intelligence. These extensions and the design ver-
tical handover algorithm are presented in the following two
sections.
B. Network Discovery Method
The easiest method for a wireless device to discover reach-
able wireless networks is by keeping all interfaces on all the
time. Another way of discovering a wireless network might
happen by actively scanning a channel by sending Probe
Requests and waiting for responses, such as used in the IEEE
802.11 scanning phase [24]. Also, as proposed in [6], the posi-
tion information of the device and a location-service server can
assist the device to efficiently discover and connect to the best
available network.
These methods, however, are very energy consuming and
are impractical for some LPWAN technologies as they also
have to take duty-cycle restrictions into account. Therefore, an
LPWAN tailored algorithm is required which makes a tradeoff
between power efficiency and network discovery time. Since
some use cases require more or less power efficiency and/or
network discovery time than others, these requirements should
be adjustable by taste. The core of the algorithm is therefore
built up around four configurable parameters per technology
which directly affect these requirements.
1) polling_threshold: This threshold is used to
check if a better network is available.
2) downlink_threshold: This threshold is used to
check if the current network is still available.
3) max_downlink_retries: This parameter is used
to indicate the number of retries once a downlink is
requested.
4) priority: This parameter is used to indicate which
technology gets priority when 2 or more technologies
overlap in time.
The unit of the first two thresholds can be either a
time period or the number of messages transmitted by
the end device (e.g., for end-devices with periodic uplink
transmissions). The latter unit will be used in the remain-
der of this article. An example configuration is given in
Table III.
This configuration means that when the constrained node
is not connected to LoRa it will check every ten messages
if such a network is available. If the device is currently
connected to a LoRa network, it will expect an acknowl-
edgment every four messages. This logic is realized by
means of a state machine, as is explained in the following
section.
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TABLE III
NETWORK DRIVER THRESHOLDS
Fig. 5. State machine of the constrained device.
1) End-Device State Machine: Fig. 5 depicts how the logic
for the constrained device is separated in two layers: 1) the
application layer and 2) the communication layer.
The application layer takes care of CoAP requests and
responses and processes input data from the sensors, while
the communication layer keeps track of the current network
interface and implements the logic to switch between the dif-
ferent interfaces. Once a CoAP request is pending at the appli-
cation layer, it will pass the message to the communication
layer. From there the following flow applies.
1) If quality-of-service (QoS) is required by the application,
a different approach may be requested, otherwise, every
message passed to the communication layer will incre-
ment a counter, which is used to check if it matches with
one of the two parameter thresholds of a technology.
2) The message counter is checked against all network
interfaces’ polling_threshold parameter. Once
the result of counter mod polling_threshold is 0, the
Listing 2. network_driver structure
network interface is added to the list to poll for,
otherwise.
3) The counter is matched against the current network
driver its downlink_threshold parameter. If the
mod operation returns 1, a regular uplink will be sent
over the current technology.
4) Otherwise, the list of network drivers to poll for is used
to request an acknowledgment, conform the number of
max_downlink_tries of the network driver, from
the back-end. If no response is received, the device will
return to the technology previously connected to.
5) In order to meet the regulatory limitations of the duty
cycle limited technologies, the message will first pass
the duty cycle check component, which keeps track of
the time-on-air of every duty cycle limited transmission.
If the current technology is bound to a duty cycle, then
the next transmission will be scheduled as follows:
twait = (100 − DC) · ToAprev (1)
with DC, the duty cycle in percent and ToA, the
previous (cumulated) time-on-air. When requesting
downlink information, the duty cycle is not taken
into account to ensure fast handovers, but cumulated
for the next uplink-only transmission. This is in line
with the ERC/REC 70-03 regulations, as long as the
total time-on-air is calculated based on a one hour
period [25].
6) Finally, if an acknowledgment is received, two things
are indicated as follows.
a) The current technology is available.
b) The contents of the acknowledgment may be used
to update the parameters of the threshold.
2) Network Drivers: Information for each physical
interface is kept in a network_driver instance (Listing 2)
as part of a linked list, derived from the lightweight IP (lwIP)
implementation [26].
A network driver will forward data to the correct network
interface through the send pointer and can be initialized and
stopped using the appropriate function pointers. Each network
driver also implements the parameters required by the algo-
rithm as discussed in the previous section. All interfaces are
kept in a linked list, which makes it easy to loop over and add
or remove any.
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Fig. 6. Switching example and signaling from the back-end to the device.
3) Example: As Table III indicates, the algorithm will
check every six unacknowledged messages if any DASH7
network is available. The upper part of Fig. 6 demon-
strates the initial configuration, where the device is con-
nected to the Sigfox network and fails to discover a DASH7
network after its polling_threshold (6) and its num-
ber of downlink_retries (2). Sigfox is used as a fall
back, as we assume this is always available. Four mes-
sages later, the device reaches the polling_threshold
for LoRa and receives an acknowledgment over this technol-
ogy. Once a new network is discovered, the message counter
is reset and the device will start to communicate over this
network. Once the message counter reaches the technology’s
downlink_threshold, the device will ask for a signaling
message from the back-end to check if the network is still
available.
The second example shows a device connected to a DASH7
network with the downlink_threshold parameter set
to 2. This means the DASH7 device will ask for a down-
link for every 2 uplink messages in order to test the network
availability. As the back-end has information about the future
network availability, it signals the device to use Sigfox for the
coming hours. By adjusting the thresholds of the other tech-
nologies, the device will not poll for the availability of other
technologies, preserving energy, and flexibility.
C. Virtual Network Operator
The back-end implements a routing table, keeping track of
the IPv6 address(es) of a single device with multiple extended
unique identifiers (EUI) as well as the active technology. An
outgoing IPv6 packet, i.e., an IPv6 packet going to the LPWA
network, is matched against a device and forwarded to the
device over the last active technology. However, the low power
nature, i.e., the ability to receive data after an uplink packet,
of the network requires the back-end to keep track of outgoing
packets as shown in Fig. 7.
Upon a new request from the IPv6 network, the
IPv6/UDP/CoAP headers are compressed using the SCHC
adaptation layer. Next, the active technology is checked. Some
configurations, e.g., LoRa Class C, allow instantaneous down-
link communication, for others, the packets are sequentially
added to the queue. Each request coming from the LPWA
Fig. 7. Main loop in the back-end.
network will trigger the VNO to match the EUI of a particu-
lar technology to a device, update the active technology, check
if there are any packets present for that device in the queue,
and forward the first added packet (FIFO).
Once a constrained device sends a request to the back-
end system, asking for confirmation about the availabil-
ity of the network, updated polling_threshold and
downlink_threshold parameters can be piggybacked on
the network status acknowledgment.
VII. PERFORMANCE EVALUATION
A. Energy Overhead
As LPWAN devices are required to operate on a single bat-
tery charge for multiple years, energy consumption is one of
the prime criteria in evaluating the feasibility of new concepts
and implementations. While the presented handover schema
may have many benefits (the most important one being the
higher available bandwidth and bit rate), it may also introduce
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TABLE IV
LPWAN OVERVIEW OF DATA-RATE, OUTPUT POWER, RECEIVER SENSITIVITY, AVERAGE TRANSMIT AND RECEIVE POWER REQUIREMENTS,
PHYSICAL LAYER HEADER SIZE, MAC LAYER HEADER SIZE, AND MTU
some undesirable downsides, such as extra energy consump-
tion. Therefore, a simulation was performed in MATLAB in
order to evaluate the feasibility of the proposed algorithm.
1) Energy Model: In order to evaluate the proposed
algorithm based on energy consumption, header overhead,
MTU, current per transmission, and receive power and data
rate were gathered from datasheets and are summarized
in Table IV.
As the energy consumption is mainly determined by the
time-on-air of a device, and the time-on-air is depending on
the bit rate and the physical layer packet size, the following
equation can be used:
Jtx = (PL + H) · 8Rtech · Itech · V (2)
where PL and H are, respectively, the payload length and
header length in bytes, divided by the data rate in bps. This
equation does not apply to LoRa as the proprietary CSS modu-
lation is used there. Nevertheless, Semtech does provide ways
to calculate the data rate and time on air for LoRa-enabled
devices [27].
First, in order to know the time on air, the total number
of payload symbols must be calculated using the following
formula:
n = 8 +
⌈
8PL − 4SF + 16CRC − 20EH
4(SF − 2DE)
⌉
· (CR + 4) (3)
with EH and CRC being the presence of an EH or CRC,
respectively (1 or 0) and DE being the low data rate
optimization.
Once the total amount of symbols are calculated, also the
time (in milliseconds) required to transmit one symbol must
be known
tsym = 2
SF
BW
. (4)
Furthermore, as every frame starts with a preamble with a
configurable length (l), this must be calculated as well
tpr = (l + 4.25) · tsym. (5)
Finally, the previous equations can be combined when cal-
culating the energy for an LoRa-enabled device, divided by
1000 to convert from milliseconds to seconds
Jtx = Itx(n · tsym + tpr) + 2Irx · tpr1000 · V. (6)
Since an LoRa class A device will open 1 or 2 receive windows
for possible downlink communication, which is at least equal
to the time required to detect a preamble (tpr), this is included
in the model.
In order to show the energy efficiency for each technology,
the energy overhead per 12 bytes uplink and 8 bytes downlink
is shown in Fig. 8. Sigfox tends to have the largest energy
consumption, since 12 bytes in uplink require 2.08 s of airtime.
Due to a data rate twice as low for downlink communication,
LoRa with SF12 will consume almost twice the energy of an 8
byte Sigfox packet. One receive window for LoRa is assumed
for downlink communication. The graph clearly shows the low
energy overhead of DASH7.
Based on this, it can be concluded that it would be
interesting to benefit from the lower energy consumption and
higher data rate offered by DASH7 while still obtaining the
range Sigfox has to offer.
In the next section, the benefit and overhead of the
proposed handover algorithm is evaluated using a simulation
in MATLAB.
2) Simulation: In this section, the algorithm will be evalu-
ated theoretically to determine the energy consumption over-
head. The energy overhead calculations of a heterogeneous
LoRa–DASH7–Sigfox device based on Table IV combined
with the network driver principle of Section VI-B2 are imple-
mented in MATLAB. The simulation also implements the state
machine of Section VI-B and calculates based on the network
availability, the energy overhead of every transmitted message,
and possible downlink traffic.
As the availability of the networks cannot be modeled based
on an exact model, a probabilistic model is maintained based
on a standard normal probability distribution object (p). In
our model, four cases are put forward: worst case, where the
algorithm is running, but no other networks are available. bad
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Fig. 8. Energy overhead for each technology for 12 bytes in uplink and 8
bytes in downlink conform the presented models.
TABLE V
NETWORK AVAILABILITY PROBABILITY (p)
TABLE VI
MEDIAN ENERGY CONSUMPTION (IN JOULE) FOR A HETEROGENEOUS
DEVICE FOR DIFFERENT CASES OVER A 24-H TIMESPAN
case, medium case, and best case with increasing network
availability of the other networks. These values are shown in
Table V.
However, once a device is connected to a network, the prob-
ability of sending over the same network increases as the
device is still in the presence of the network. Therefore, the
variable N is defined, expressing the amount of consecutive
messages over the same technology before disconnection.
For every simulation, the corresponding probabilities are
applied when the device attempts to send a message. As an
example, a device with an uplink transmission frequency of
10 min over a 24-h timespan simulation was run. The val-
ues in Table VI indicate how a higher N and p result in a
lower energy consumption. Only for a worst-case scenario,
the energy budget of the device is not influenced by N, as the
only available network is Sigfox.
In order to evaluate the energy overhead of the handover
algorithm, a comparison is made the between single technol-
ogy devices and a multimodal device. The single technology
devices (Sigfox, LoRa SF12, and DASH7) transmit an uplink
packet every 10 min and receive downlink communication
based on the values of Table III (i.e., Sigfox 35, LoRa 10, and
DASH7 6). The heterogeneous devices wield the same uplink
Fig. 9. Heterogeneous devices using the vertical handover algorithm versus
homogeneous devices sending 12 bytes every 10 min over a timespan of 24 h.
and downlink frequency as indicated in Table III. In Fig. 9,
the energy consumption of the single technology devices over
a 24-h timespan is indicated by the horizontal lines. The het-
erogeneous devices, on the other hand, have been modeled for
12 different cases from Table VI and are illustrated with bars
for every N.
It is clear from the figure that in a worst-case scenario, the
heterogeneous device, configured using the parameters from
Table III, only consumes 8% more energy than a single tech-
nology Sigfox device. However, once the probability of con-
necting to a better network increases, the multimodal device
quickly outperforms the homogeneous device. For a bad case,
where the heterogeneous device has only 25% chance of
connecting to a LoRa or DASH7 network, with probability
N = 10, it will already outperform single technology LoRa
(SF12) devices.
Once the device is in the proximity of a DASH7 network,
a higher data rate is available, hence a shorter time on air. As
a result, OTA updates and data offloading can be conducted
over this medium-range technology. However, once the device
starts moving away from the network, which has a range from
1 to 5 km, it may benefit from a lower data rate, longer range
technology, such as Sigfox or LoRa.
Now that it has been shown that deploying a multimodal
network is beneficial for LPWAN devices in terms of energy
consumption and available bandwidth, the next section will
study the effect of different parameter configurations in order
to find an optimal point of operation.
B. Network Discovery Time and Reliability
Due to the battery powered nature of the targeted LPWAN
devices, an optimal point should be chosen where the device
consumes the least possible energy, nevertheless an acceptable
latency is maintained. In this sense, two types of latency can
be distinguished: 1) the network discovery time, which is the
maximum time before a better network is detected and 2) the
reliability latency, which is the time before the device will
notice a disconnection from the current network. While the
polling threshold will directly impact the network discovery
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(a) (b) (c)
Fig. 10. By varying the threshold parameters, the energy consumption, network discovery time and reliability latency are affected. (a) Downlink threshold
= 1. (b) Downlink threshold = 5. (c) Downlink threshold = 10.
time, both the polling and downlink thresholds may affect the
reliability latency.
1) Network Discovery Time: Fig. 10 indicates how a lower
polling threshold, i.e., the intertechnology handover check,
does not necessarily mean that more energy will be consumed.
For the worst-case scenario, the heterogeneous device is not
able to connect to a lower energy, higher bandwidth network,
which will result in a higher energy consumption. However,
the higher the probability that the device succeeds in con-
necting to such networks, the advantage of these low energy
networks comes through.
Therefore, once a device enters an area where a higher
bandwidth network is available, it should connect to it as fast
as possible to make use of the improved characteristics of
the network. The maximum latency (in seconds) with which
it may discover a higher bandwidth network is the maxi-
mum network discovery latency (Smax). The network discovery
latency depends on the polling_threshold (pt) of that
technology, as this determines after how many consecutive
messages a network can be discovered, and the transmission
frequency (f ) in Hz and can be modeled as
Smax = 1f · pt. (7)
2) Reliability Latency: As a downlink from a discov-
ered network also improves reliability (i.e., piggybacked
information about previous transmissions), both thresholds
[pt and downlink_threshold (dt)] should be taken into
account while modeling the minimum reliability latency (Lmin)
Lmin = pt + dt − |pt − dt|2f . (8)
However, if the device is not able to discover another
network, the maximum reliability latency (Lmax) is equal to
Lmax = 1f · dt. (9)
The maximum reliability latency and network discov-
ery latency are modeled in Fig. 10 for various configu-
rations of the threshold parameters. It can be seen that
the reliability latency is equal to the threshold with the
lowest value until the polling_threshold exceeds the
downlink_threshold. From then on the latency will be
equal to Lmax. On the contrary, it is clear how a higher
downlink_threshold will restrict the device in fast
network discovery, as pt does not have an impact on the
maximum reliability latency.
The network discovery latency is affected directly by
the polling_threshold only, as for every configura-
tion, a constant sending frequency of 10 min has been
used.
Furthermore, it can be seen that the energy consumption of a
device in all cases decreases when increasing the dt parameter.
The constrained node will fire more uplink transmissions with-
out asking for downlink confirmation, which will reduce the
time on air, nevertheless with an increasing reliability latency
as a consequence.
Another observation made is that an increasing pt forces the
device to switch between their different network interfaces less
frequently, however, increases the energy consumption. This
can be explained that by increasing the frequency with which
the device switches between network interfaces, the probability
of finding a higher bandwidth network increases.
Finally, a reverse curve can be noticed in the worst-case
scenario due to the fact that the device will try to detect
other networks less frequently. In contrast to the previous
observation, no probability influences the underlying network
technology, which directly impacts the energy consumption.
Also, the curve does not change by increasing the dt parameter,
since the device will remain on the Sigfox network throughout
the whole simulation.
C. Configuration
From the previous section, it may be concluded that the
different parameters have a large impact on the latency and
energy consumption. Therefore, to have a better understand-
ing when configuring the parameters of the algorithm, four
extreme configurations were simulated 100 times with their
distribution shown in Fig. 11.
This can be broken down as follows.
1) pt : 1, dt : 1—The most efficient configuration, i.e., the
configuration with the lowest reliability latency and the
fastest network discovery time. The device will poll for
a better network and will ask confirmation about the
current network after every uplink transmission. This,
however, is impractical in large networks due to the
gateways’ duty cycle restrictions.
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Fig. 11. Comparison between different configurations for the vertical
handover algorithm with N set to 5 for 24 h.
2) pt : 1, dt : 12—The multimodal device will only ask
for acknowledgments after 12 uplink transmissions, and
may, in a worst-case scenario, only notice a disconnec-
tion from the network after 12 uplink transmissions.
However, the probability of connecting to a better
network is high, which increases the reliability latency.
3) pt : 25, dt : 1—The device will notice immediate dis-
connection from the network, however, once connected
to the network with the highest energy consumption
and lowest data rate, it will only try to discover a
higher bandwidth network after 25 uplink transmissions,
which affects the distribution across the different cases
significantly.
4) pt : 25, dt : 12—The median energy consumption
decreases, since fewer downlink transmissions are
requested, however, the distribution increases due to the
increased downlink_threshold, which will result
in less stable network detection.
From this, it can be concluded that by using the most effi-
cient (in terms of latency) configuration (i.e., pt : 1, dt : 1),
energy might be saved when there is a high probability
of connecting to a lower energy hungry network. However,
due to duty cycle regulations, it is not possible for gate-
ways to respond to each message of every device. Therefore,
the threshold parameters should be set as high as possi-
ble. Nevertheless, this decreases the reliability latency and
increases the network discovery time. Hence, certain device
conditions require different configurations, which might be
solved by signaling updated parameter thresholds to the
device or update the threshold configuration based on sensor
information.
D. Reliability Overhead
Some use cases require reliable communication and cannot
afford missing a maximum of f · Lmax messages. In order to
achieve reliable communication, worst-case, the total number
of unacknowledged messages that have the possibility to be
lost, must be retransmitted using Sigfox. Therefore, as depicted
in Fig. 12, the maximum overhead when adding reliability is
Fig. 12. Maximum energy overhead while safeguarding reliability.
TABLE VII
CODE SPACE REQUIRED FOR THE DIFFERENT COMPONENTS
the total number of unacknowledged messages multiplied by
the energy required for an uplink using Sigfox. When com-
pared to Fig. 11, it is clear that when reliability is required, a
higher dt has a higher probability in consuming less energy.
E. Implementation Overhead
As constrained devices have only a limited amount of
memory (<50-kB RAM and <256 kB of ROM), it is important
to keep memory consumption to a minimum. Therefore, the
different components of the proposed system are presented in
Table VII with their corresponding overhead. The values were
listed and processed using the ARM readelf tool, which
performs a similar function to objdump.
It can be seen from the table that the low power handover
(LPH) algorithm requires 538 bytes of RAM, mainly required
for message buffers and to keep track of the different network
drivers, as explained in Section VI-B2. The state machine
itself requires almost 2 kB. In order to have a fully work-
ing protocol stack, an adapted version of Adam Dunkels’ µIP
library is used, where TCP support can be disabled. This adds
1622 bytes of ROM and 409 bytes of RAM. Furthermore, the
pCoAP library has been integrated to achieve minimal CoAP
support and to (de)compress SCHC CoAP packets, resulting
in 1858 kB of ROM. Only a limited amount of memory is
required for the CoAP stack, since this implementation does
not contain more complex CoAP mechanisms.
It can be seen that the implementation overhead of the dif-
ferent components is kept to a minimum in order to target
constrained devices.
VIII. CONCLUSION
In this article, a novel network detection algorithm
for selecting the best available LPWA technology in a
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heterogeneous network was presented. To the best of our
knowledge, no algorithms are currently available for the
LPWAN network detection and a novel algorithm and archi-
tecture were, therefore, presented.
In order to have a single stack over multiple technologies,
SCHC was presented and used as an adaptation layer below
a CoAP/UDP/IPv6 stack in order to enable a standard-based,
Internet compliant IoT. We showed that some technologies,
however, provide a full vertical stack, resulting in a lot of
overhead.
Next, in our evaluation, it comes forward that a multimodal
device and the presented algorithm will help to save energy
using a correct configuration compared to a homogeneous
Sigfox device and some LoRa configurations. Apart from these
energy savings, we enable OTA updates for a Sigfox device,
which by itself is only capable of receiving 32 bytes every
day.
Finally, it is shown that the total implementation overhead
is kept to a minimum in order to cope with the constrained
IoT device requirements.
A. Future Work
Since the ranking of the presented technologies was straight-
forward, the current implementation of the algorithm uses
a priority-based list of ranked radio access technologies.
However, when adding more diversity, such as cellular-based
technologies, to the platform, a more sophisticated multiple
attribute decision making (MADM) algorithm might be used,
such as simple additive weight (SAW), technique to order pref-
erence by similarity to ideal solution (TOPSIS), or weighted
product model (WPM) [5].
Furthermore, heterogeneous devices can make use of the
same approach to distribute traffic over different channels.
Since duty cycle regulations apply per channel, devices trans-
mitting less frequently can be moved to a channel with a lower
duty cycle. The duty cycle check component should then be
adjusted in order to keep track of the imposed limitations per
channel.
The signaling protocol was introduced only briefly but
does offer great possibilities. An algorithm could run in the
back-end which could predict the trajectory of a device and
reply over the signaling slots with updated parameters of the
technologies. Very predictable as well as more unpredictable
trajectories could be recognized by the machine learning algo-
rithms, which could take advantage of this in order to reduce
the energy consumption even more. Also accelerometer data
(or other sensor input) might be used to check whether the
device is moving or not. Movement of the device might trig-
ger a different parameter configuration in order to search more
active for other networks, as a stationary device is presumably
in the presence of high bandwidth networks while a moving
device might only have access to very long-range networks.
Finally, the algorithm has been built in such a way that
other technologies can easily be added. The current evalua-
tion showed the combination of an uplink-oriented protocol
(SigFox) for basic connectivity complemented with inter-
mittent, lower range, higher data-rate connectivity (LoRa,
DASH-7). We shortly introduced other protocols, such as
Weightless-N for uplink-oriented connectivity and NB-IoT for
a higher data rate, low latency connection. Other scenarios can
be investigated in future work, where, for example, a combina-
tion of Bluetooth low energy (BLE) and LoRa or NB-IoT and
LoRa might be interesting to move away from a deploy-and-
forget scenario, where constrained devices can be updated, by
taking advantage of the licensed and the unlicensed spectrum.
Furthermore, by making use of different types of configurable
thresholds, a tradeoff is offered between energy preservation,
resilience, and flexibility.
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